HOW DO YOU SAVE MORE THAN JUST TIME?
Now you can simultaneously post jobs to multiple destinations. Track each job from the time they open
in your ATS to the moment a candidate is hired. And manage your recruitment spend in a way you never
have before with the TalentBrew Software Platform’s Job Distribution tool.

JOB DISTRIBUTION

STREAMLINE POSTINGS AND MEASURE PERFORMANCE WITH EASE.
Job Distribution (JD) is a central resource for posting jobs across thousands of media destinations at any time –
Search Media It’s simple to use:
efficiently and seamlessly – as well as tracking activity and managing posting memberships.
SEARCH
LinkedIn Career Site.
1. Create jobs in your ATS or use jobs that have been imported from your TalentBrew
2. Send the jobs to Job Distribution and choose your media.
1000 Results
3. Job Distribution posts them to all of your selected media – immediately or per your schedule.

Once a job is posted, JD starts tracking right away. It can even send the source of the information back to your
ATS. And if you need help at any time, a dedicated customer support team is accessible via phone, email and online.
SEARCH NEW MEDIA
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CONFIGURE AUTOPOST

Show: All | Available | Membership

Status
AUTOPOST

Approval - Pending
DENY

ACCEPT

Approve any media spend.

Scheduled Posting
09/02/2016

Automatically post jobs
to specific boards.

Access to thousands
of media destinations.

Clicks/Applies
22/10
53/48
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17/9

Schedule jobs to post
when you want.

Real-time ROI tracking follows candidates
through to application completion.

Dedicated customer
support staff.

Gain in-depth tracking, branding and delivery of your jobs with
Job Distribution on the TalentBrew Software Platform.
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A NEW LEVEL OF CONTROL.
You can customize your postings per media, tailoring your message to speak directly to the job board’s audience.
And JD’s powerful reporting delivers insights into real-time posting activity, posting expenditures and ROI tracking
to highlight successful placements or low performers.
You can also manage the amount of postings your recruiters are using by limiting inventory by group or requiring
approval for additional recruiting spends. And recruiter memberships are under your full control – allowing you to
share inventory, rather than fight for it.
Take advantage of the TalentBrew Software Platform’s integration capabilities and use JD in conjunction with your
overall TMP media and recruitment plan to track your entire recruitment lifecycle.

WHETHER IT’S SUDDEN GROWTH, HIGH
TURNOVER OR WORKFORCE DIVERSIFICATION,
WE’LL HELP YOU ATTRACT, ENGAGE AND
HIRE THE RIGHT PEOPLE.
You can do amazing things and solve virtually any challenge with our
software, technology and service solutions. At the center of it all is the
revolutionary TalentBrew Software Platform – powering Job Distribution
and a wide range of efficient and effective solutions that simplify every
aspect of your recruiting process.

Experiencing a shift
in your hiring needs?

Need to define or
enhance your brand?

Wondering what’s
working and what’s not?

Looking for the
latest trends?

BUILD YOUR TALENT
CALL: 1-800-867-2001 | EMAIL: wecanhelp@tmp.com

